
Safe handling of Equipment 

 
 
We now have our own storage area at the Health Centre. It is 
located in the far corner, behind the Portacabins.  The door 
to the store is labelled ‘Refuse’!?! 
The key for the store is kept in the Volunteers room, hanging 
on a hook on the wall.  
 
 

 
 
 
We have tried to organise the store room and how we handle 
the equipment so that anything that has been used is then 
placed in a box and not touched for 72 hours.  It’s not a 
perfect system, but it is important that we stick to it in order 
to ensure that we are doing everything possible to keep our 
volunteers safe.  If you think there are ways we could 
improve it or simplify it, please let us know, don’t just change 
it.  
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Early Shift Leaders – at the beginning of the shift 
 

1.  Collect store room key from the Volunteers rest room 
(it will be hanging on a hook on the wall) 

2. Collect 6 radios from the Volunteers rest room – there 
will be a blue box labelled Radios to carry them in. 

3. In the store room there are 3 sets of boxes for lanyards 
and high viz vests.   
Put any High Viz jackets that are hanging up to dry on 
the yellow rail to the left of the store room into the 
Used High Viz box with the MOST RECENT date on.   
Please remove all High Viz vests from the box with the 
OLDEST date on and hang them on rail on the right-hand 
side of the store room.  ALL High Viz jackets on this rail 
have been sanitised/left for 72 hrs. 
Do the same with the Lanyards - take the ones from the 
box with the OLDEST date and place in the box labelled 
sanitized lanyards to the right of the door.  
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4. Put todays date on the now empty boxes (marker pens 
on shelf above boxes). 

5. Check the Boxes labelled Stewards Gazebo 
Equipment/Exit/Entrance all have the correct 
equipment for the day - see check list on the wall of the 
store room/inside lid of the boxes. 

6. Take the Gazebo equipment box, the Used High Viz Vest 
box & Lanyard box with today’s date on, to the Gazebo, 
along with the box of radios and sufficient lanyards and 
High Viz jackets for your shift (usually 10 – take a 
selection of sizes), along with umbrellas if needed 

7. Take Exit box to the fire exit the people leave from once 
vaccinated and the Entrance box to where the people 
enter the queue from the car park.  These boxes are for 
sanitising wheelchairs before and after use.  

8. LEAVE THE STORE ROOM KEY ON THE SHELF ABOVE 
THE BOXES IN THE STORE ROOM 

 
Early Shift Leaders – at the end of your shift 
 

1. Ensure all volunteers return their High Viz Jackets, 
Lanyards & Radios to the correct boxes at the Gazebo. 

2. Return the radios to the Volunteer Room, sanitise and 
put on charge. 

 
 
 
Late Shift Leader – at the beginning of the shift. 
 

1. Collect 6 radios from the Volunteers rest room – there 
will be a blue box labelled Radios to carry then in. 
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2. Collect sufficient High Viz vests and Lanyards from the 
store room for your shift (usually 10 – take a selection of 
sizes) Use the High Viz jackets that are hanging on the 
rail to the right-hand side of the store room (these have 
been sanitised/left for 72hrs).  Use the Lanyards in the 
box labelled sanitised Lanyards.  

 
Late Shift Leader – at the end of the shift 
 

1. Ensure all volunteers return their high Viz jackets, 
Lanyards & Radios to the correct boxes at the Gazebo. 

2. Return the used High Viz vest box, Used Lanyard box 
and all 3 equipment boxes to the store room. 

3. Dispose of bags of rubbish in the appropriate skip bin 
near the store room.  

4. Check the site is clean and tidy. 
5. Return the radio box to the volunteers’ room and put 

the radios on charge.   
6. Return any lights used to the Volunteers rest room and 

put on charge. 
7. Lock the store room (they key is located in the 

Volunteers rest room on a hook on the far wall) 
8. RETURN THE STORE KEY TO THE VOLUNTEERS ROOM!!! 

 


